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JILL with DON ON TOP!
NO-ONE PICKS 9!
WORM LIKES OTHER
PEOPLES BALLS!
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

NOW WE’RE GETTING THE HANG OF
IT!
With 10 tipsters getting 8 correct this
week we are really getting into the swing
of things with Don and Jill swinging
higher than the rest, nestled cosily
together on top. You can throw a blanket
over most of the field, just waiting for
their turn to pounce! Brisbane beating
GCS in an upset made sure our coffers
remained intact, more on that game
later…..
KO COMP
Once again there were no casualties in
the KO comp, with the close game being
St Kilda and Hawthorn. Bryan, Mat M
and Knuckles would have had a few
puckering moments leading up to the
final siren, I heard all 3 are donating to
the umpires end of season trip!
BRISBANE INSPIRED
I don’t know if any of you listened to the
Bris V GCS clash but the name Stef
Martin was popping up with monotonous
regularity. Then Steven May cleaned him
up in a shirt front, copped 5 weeks
suspension and lost the game for the
GCS. Yes folks, Brisbane grew another
leg after that incident to record the
GCSuns first defeat and Brisbanes first
win this year. I know May said sorry to
Martin, but did he say sorry to his team
mates? And after that he can say sorry
to all the tipsters who got friggin’ 8 this
week!

OUCH!

JOKE OF THE WEEK
Jan, Sue and Mary haven't seen each
other since leaving school. They
rediscover each other via a reunion
website and arrange to meet for lunch in
a wine bar.
Jan arrives first, wearing a beige
Versace. She orders a bottle of Pinot
Grigio. Sue arrives shortly afterward, in
grey Chanel and joins Jan in a glass of
wine. Then Mary walks in, wearing a
faded old tee-shirt, blue jeans and boots.
She too shares the wine.
Jan explains she graduated from Uni in
Classics, met and married Timothy, has
a beautiful daughter, Timothy is a
partner in a leading law firm, they live in
a house in Brighton, a second house in
Italy and the daughter attends drama
school. Sue relates that she graduated
from Uni and became a surgeon. Her
husband, Clive, is a leading City
investment banker and they live in
Toorak with a second home in Florida.
Mary explains that she left school at 17
and ran off with her boyfriend, Jim. They
run a tropical bird park near Gembrook
and grow their own vegetables. Jim can
stand five parrots, side by side, on his
penis.
Three bottles of wine and several hours
later, Jan blurts out that her husband is
really a cashier in Aldi, they live in a
small apartment in Nth Melbourne and
have a caravan at Rosebud. Sue explains
that she and Clive are both nurses in a
retirement home and live in Melton and
go on camping trips.
Mary admits that the fifth parrot has to
stand on one leg.
INTERVIEW
This week I thought we should catch up
with Jill, sitting atop our ladder with Don
and happier than a bug in a rug.

NO MORE DRAWN GRAND FINALS
The AFL has announced an extra 2 x 5
minute periods will be played if the GF is
a draw. If still a draw, first to score wins.
I can see it now, Carlton playing
Collingwood, howling gale, ball out
bounds about 5 meters from the Carlton
point post. Umpy throws it in, the wind
gets it and it sails through the points!
Carlton win and the umpy is chaired off
the gound on the Carlton players
shoulders…….well it might happen…..in
about 20 years.
WORM HAS A BLINDER ON THE
WEEKEND
Don’t mention this to Worm and you
didn’t hear it from me but we played
Pennant Golf against Growling Frog last
Sunday (Emerald won) and Worm hit the
wrong ball…..twice, one hole after the
other. Instant loss of hole. After doing it
once a small lecture on identifying your
ball, before belting the crap out of it,
was held. Then lo and behold he did it on
the very next hole! Sheesh! (I told him I
would get some mileage out of this )
Needless to say he lost his match….

D on D: Thanks for your time lead foot.
J: Don’t you dare mention that.
D on D: What?
J: That I got booked for speeding!
D on D: I promise.
J: Good, now just stick to the facts.
D on D: That’s my motto!
J: Yeah, right.
D on D: Anyway, good tipping Jill, you
realise, since you add up all the cards
you will have to pin your tips on the
board now?
J: Why?
D on D: Transparency dear, we run the
best tipping comp because those what
run it are honest!
J: I ‘spose so.
D on D: Picking up your new car
tomorrow?
J: Yes! Finally, it’s taken a while, can’t
wait.
D on D: This time don’t drive topless
through Lilydale, with the sunroof down
and oblivious to speed cameras.
J: You said you wouldn’t mention that
and I wasn’t topless!
D on D: I saw the photo on the Vic Police
website.
J: You think anyone else saw it?
D on D: Probably not, thanks for your
time.
J: You’re welcome……I think.

